First, it is demonstrated that the Froolich Hamiltonian of system in the superconductivity, proposed by the model of a phonon gas and an electron gas mixture, contains a subtle error. In this respect, we present a correct form of the Froolich Hamiltonian of system where the term of the interaction between the phonon modes and the density modes of the electron modes is described by the term o f scattering, introduced by the Froolich in a phonon gas electron gas mixture. The later is removed by a canonical transformation of the Froolich Hamiltonian by an appearance of the attractive interaction mediated via the electron modes, w hich leads to a bound state on a spinless electron pairs. In this letter, we show that the Cooper approximation as the constancy of the density states within around of the Fermi level has a flaw because the effective attractive forces cannot create the Cooper pairs into energetic gap at the Fermi level. In this letter, we find a condition for density metal which determines metal as superconductor.
Introduction.
It is well known a lot various models [1] [2] [3] for theoretical investigations of the superconductivity. In 1928, Sommerfeld-Bloch had presented the model of individual electrons, which are moved in homogenous positive background of ions lattice, which considers the given system as electro-neutral. This model gives a good describing of the property metals, but it cannot explain superconductivity. Therefore, to solve the problem of superconductivity, the Frölich had proposed to take into consideration the action of a vibration of ions lattice on a moving of free electrons. The later creates the effective attractive forces between electron modes as well as phonon modes [4] . In this letter, we show that the Frölich Hamiltonian contains a subtle error. The correction form of later leads to creation of the term effective interaction only between electron modes but not between phonon modes as it is stated by the Frölich [4] . Hence, we also remark the theory of superconductor, presented by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer [5] , and by Bogoliubov [6] (BCSB), which asserts that at the Fermi level, the Frölich effective attractive potential between electrons leads to shaping of two electrons with opposite spins into the Cooper pairs [7] . In this letter, it is demonstrated that Cooper pairs cannot be created by action an effective attractive forces between electrons around Fermi level. However, the model of a phonon gas -electron gas mixture for superconductor, due to an application canonical transformation of the correct form Froolich Hamiltonian of system, the term of the interaction between the density of the phonon modes and the density of the electron modes is removed by meditated an effective attractive interaction between the electron modes, which in turn determines a bound state on spinless electron pair.
Analysis.
We now attempt to describe the thermodynamic property of the model a phonon-electron gas mixture confined in a box of volume V . In this context, we consider a electron gas as an ideal Fermi gas consisting of n free electrons with mass m e which interact with the phonon modes of the lattice by the constancy interaction which was introduced by the Froolich [4] . The main part of the Froolich Hamiltonian consists of the term of the Hamiltonian of the phonon excitations and the term of the Hamiltonian of an ideal Fermi electron gas as well as the term of the interaction between the density of the phonon excitations and the density of the electron modes:
andâ k,σ are, respectively, the Fermi operators of creation and annihilation for free electron with wave-vector k and energy ε k =h
, by the value of its spin z-component σ =
; s is the velocity of phonon;b + w,σ andb w,σ are, respectively, the Bose operators of creation and annihilation for free phonon with wave-vector w and energyhws; D w is the constant of the interaction between the density of the phonon excitations and the density modes of the electrons which equals to
is the constant charactering of a metal; C is the constant of the interaction; M is the mass of ion) ;̺ w is the density operator of the electron modes with wave vector w which is defined as: 
On other hand, the Bose operatorsb + w andb w satisfy to the Bose commutation relations (· · ·) as:
Obviously, the Bose-operatorb w commutates with the Fermi operator a k,σ , which it means that the phonon excitations and electron modes are an independent.
We now show that the Hamiltonian of systemĤ in (1), proposed by the Frölich at solving of the problem superconductivity (please, see the Equation (15) in H. Frölich, Proc.Roy. Soc, A215, 291-291 (1952) in the reference [4] ), contains a subtle error in the term of the interaction between the density of phonon modes and the density of electron modes which represents a third term in right side of (1). Indeed, the later is described by two sums, one from which goes by a wave vector w but other sum goes through by a wave vector k. This fact contradicts to the definition of the density operator of the electron modes̺ w (2) which in turn already contains the sum by the wave vector k, and therefore, it is not a necessary to take into account so-called twice summation from k and w for describing of the term of interaction between the density of phonon modes and the density of electron modes. Thus, the correct form of the Frölich Hamiltonian, due to the definition of the density operator of the electron modes̺ w , must be presented as:
The later defines the correct form of the Frölich Hamiltonian. However, hence, we introduce new transformation of the Bose -operators of phonon modesb 
andb
Then (12) and (13) in the (10) take a following forms:
To allocate anomalous term in the Hamiltonian of systemĤ in (10), presented by the term in (13), the Frölich claims to use of a following approach which allows to do a canonical transformation for the operatorĤ. Letting that the operatorŜ satisfies to the conditionŜ + = −Ŝ within introducing of new operatorH:H = exp Ŝ + Ĥ exp Ŝ (18) which is decayed by the following terms:
At least, we consider the Frolich introductions of following determinations asŜ
with the operatorŜ w presented by terms of new Bose-operatorŝ
where
and
where ϕ( k, w) is the c-number [4] . The fact, as removing of a subtle error in the Frolich Hamiltonian, claims to suggest that ϕ( k, w) = ϕ + ( k, w) = ϕ( w) where ϕ( w) = ϕ(− w). Then, the operators γ w and γ + w take the following forms:
which by inserting into (21) with using of (20), we obtain
at application of conditions̺
In analogy manner,
For further our calculations, it needs to extend the form of Equation (16) and (17) in [4] within applicationĤ 0 from (11) and̺ w from (2), and then, we have
On other hand, using of the commutation expressions:
We may calculate the commutation terms included in (19) by substitutions (26), (28) and (29) into (19). Thus, we arrive 
In this respect, it is easy to show that
and Ŝ , Ŝ , Ŝ ,Ĥ = 0
In this context, the new operatorH in (19) takes a following form:
To find a value of ϕ( w), we takes that the sum of a third and a fourth terms, in right side of (38), is zero:
In this respect, the new Hamiltonian of system (38) arrives to following form:H 
with
where V w is the effective potential of the interaction between electron modes, which at taking into account D w = αhws V , has the form:
Consequently, the effective scattering between two electrons is presented in the coordinate space by a following form:
because it is well known that 1 V w e i w r = δ( r).
The subtle error in the Cooper theory.
In 1956 Cooper had suggested that the density of states around the Fermi level could be approximated by its value at the Fermi energy E f [7] . To find own meaning of the binding energy E 0 < 0 of the electron pair system in the ground state, we use of the Schrödinger equation from the Cooper theory with denotes presented in this letter:
is the Fermi energy; p f is the momentum of Fermi; δ is the thickness of the energetic layer which is a very small in respect to Fermi energy δ ≪ E f , at the Fermi level.
The solution of (46) for finding of the binding energy E 0 < 0 suggests to calculate of right part of (46):
At application of the well known mathematical formulae
and using of it into (46), we obtain
where We now show an origin of creation of so-called flaw in the theory of Cooper. As it is known, for finding of meaning A in Eq.(47), the Cooper introduced an approximation for density electron states ̺(E) which suggest a following approximatiom as ̺(E) ≈ ̺(E f ). In this respect, the Cooper calculated a value of A in (49) by following way:
It is a well known for example that the ratio
(53) where a value of A > 0 is a positive number. In this context, the equation (48) may have a solution, and always is fulfilled by support of a wrong approximation ̺(E) ≈ ̺(E f ) which was introduced by Cooper by handling. However, as we have been seen, the correct form of value A, presented in (48), leads to a non-sense result.
To solve the problem connected with creation electron pair we try to replace the strong interaction between two electrons in (45) by a screening effective scattering.
Creation Spinless Electron Pairs.
The term of the interaction between two electrons V ( r) in the coordinate space mediates the attractive Coulomb interaction between two charged particles with mass of electron m e , having the opposite effective charges e * and −e * , which together create a neutral system. Indeed, the effective Hamiltonian of an electron gas is rewritten down in the space of coordinate by following form:
whereĤ i is the Hamiltonian of system consisting two electron with opposite spin which have a coordinates r i and r j :
The transformation of considering coordinate system to the relative coordinate r = r i − r j and the coordinate of center mass R =
, claimŝ
To find the binding energy E < 0 of electron pair, we search the solution of a wave equation with introduction of wave function ψ( r) by presentation of the Schrödinger equation:
In this respect, we have a following equation
which may determine the binding energy E < 0 of electron pair, if we claim that the condition
≪ 1 always is fulfilled. This reasoning implies that the effective scattering between two electrons in (45) is presented in the coordinate space by a well known following form:
where we introduce a following approximation as sin(wr) wr
because the conditions w ≤ w f and
is the Fermi wave number). The later condition defines a state for distance r between two neighboring electrons r ≪
. In this context, by taking into consideration
and (44), we obtain
Thus, the effective interaction between electron modes V ( r) = −2αδ( r) (45) is replaced by a screening effective scattering presented in (59). This approximation means that there is an appearance of a screening character in the effective scattering because as we see the later depends on the density electron modes. Inserting value of V ( r) from (59) to (57), and denoting
We transform the form (60) by a following form:
where we take θ = − meᾱ h 2 n V 5 3 , and λ = meEs h
By application of the wave function ψ s (r) via the Chebishev-Hermit function H s (it) from an imaginary number as argument it [8] (where i is the imaginary one; t is the real number; s = 0; 1; 2; · · ·), the equation (61) has a following solution as:
Consequently, the quantity of the binding energy E s of electron pair with mass m 0 = 2m e is rewritten as:
at s = 0; 1; 2; · · · The normal state of electron pair corresponds to quantity s = 0 which defines the maximal quantity of the binding energy of ion pair:
which implies that the creation of the superconducting phase of the metal is appeared by the condition for density of metal At choosing C ≈ 10ev [4] ; M ≈ 5 · 10 −26 kg; s ≈ 3 · 10 3 m, we estimate that any metal with density of electron n V > 10 27 1 m 3 may represent as a superconductor. Thus, the spinless electron pair is created in a phonon gas-electron gas mixture by the term of the interaction between the phonon excitations and electron modes which in turn is removed by an induced the effective interaction which mediate via electron modes. The later determines a bound state on a electron pair with binding energy (63) which depends on the density of electron modes n V , the constant of interaction C and mass of ion M. In accordance with this reasoning, the Hamiltonian system with superconducting phase takes a following form: whered + p andd p are, respectively, the "creation" and "annihilation" Boseoperators of a free electron pairs with momentum p.
In conclusion, we note that the new solution of the problem superconductivity, presented in this letter, might be useful for describing of the thermodynamic properties of a dilute gas of the Boson-Fermion mixtures confined in traps. This fact implies that the Frölich could discover the electron pairs in a superconductivity earlier then it was made by the Cooper [7] by support of wrong approximation.
